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…the history of political ideas has been a story of oscillations, of attack and repulse and counter-attack. The dominant thought of one era exerts itself to achieve a political result; in the next, the shortcomings of the achievement invite audacious thinkers to insult an enthroned idol by unfavorable comparisons with old gods which it has displaced.

- John Dickinson

ABSTRACT

Scholars have long debated the role of ideas in political outcomes. Their causal significance is more often asserted than demonstrated. This paper sets forth attributes that, in combination, should help in demonstrating the efficacy of ideas. It then offers a comparison to show when a particular ideational account is required to explain a political outcome versus when an alternative explanation is sufficient. Specifically, I contrast Congress’s creation of the institutional presidency in two policy areas, budgeting and national security. Considering both the choice of institutional arrangements and the durability of those reforms, I show that acceptance of the idea of presidential representation – an assumption that presidents possess and act based on a unique perspective due to their national constituency – was an essential precondition for presidential budgeting, while national security reform did not rely on this idea.
INTRODUCTION

“Ideas,” wrote John Maynard Keynes, “are more powerful than is commonly understood.” Yet the role of ideas has faced skepticism in political science. The core tenet of rational choice scholarship, for example, has been that interests motivate political actors and politics. In some of these accounts, ideas may only be viewed as being used instrumentally, having “no independent causal weight.” As Alexander Wendt writes, “a key assumption of the traditional rationalist model is that beliefs have no motivational force on their own; they merely describe the world.” By focusing mainly on actors’ interests, rational choice emphasizes factors other than ideas, such as collective action problems, transaction costs, information, and first-mover advantages.

Institutions and interests do structure political battles, but such contestations may also be mediated by political ideas. Indeed, ideas – beliefs and assumptions actors make about the world – can have an effect on political outcomes in their own right. Understanding the political efficacy of ideas is a key task for scholars of American political development. “More than other parts of the study of American politics,” write Suzanne Mettler and Richard Valelly, “APD scholarship also holds that political ideas matter – that is, that they are independent forces in politics and in the life of the American regime.” This paper takes up the analytic challenge presented by that assertion, setting forth criteria that can strengthen the case for the causal significance of ideas. These criteria can be separated into two categories: those that establish the role of ideas in institutional choice – ideational pervasiveness, assumptions, available alternatives, and resistance from an established ideational and institutional order – and those that show the influence of ideas on institutional durability – a changing context, questioning assumptions, and the rise of opposing claims.
As an illustration, I compare two cases of policy reforms from Congress’s creation of the institutional presidency – budgeting and national security. This institutional presidency – the routinization of presidential involvement in legislative responsibilities and the augmentation of executive organizational capacities – was layered onto a preexisting constitutional structure of governing arrangements that had been, in part, meant to contain executive power. Much attention has been paid, in the media and in political science scholarship, to presidential demands for greater power. But the institutional presidency is not a result of presidential power; it is a creation of Congress. It was the cumulative product of congressional statutes across several policy areas, including the Budget and Accounting Act [BAA] of 1921 (requiring the president to submit an annual budget to Congress and creating the Bureau of the Budget [BOB]), the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act [RTAA] of 1934 (allowing the president to enter into bilateral trade agreements without congressional assent), the Reorganization Act of 1939 (giving the president qualified authority to reorganize the executive branch subject to legislative veto), the Employment Act of 1946 (requiring the president to submit an annual Economic Report to Congress and creating the Council of Economic Advisers [CEA]), and the National Security Act of 1947 (creating the National Security Council [NSC]). At first glance then, the creation of the institutional presidency presents a puzzle. Why would Congress build up the legislative responsibilities and augment the organizational capacity of the presidency?

The predominant explanations for this apparent paradox come from rational choice, emphasizing the collective action problem faced by Congress and the role of information. First, scholars have pointed to the difficulties of acting with 535 members to explain the delegation of authority to and creation of institutional capacity for the presidency. Congress, James Sundquist argued, suffers from an “incapacity to act quickly,” “incapacity to plan,” and a lack of
“centralizing institutions,” necessitating a greater role for the presidency to help solve these problems. Second, scholars have cited the role of information. According to Sean Gailmard and John Patty, Congress wants presidents to use quality information in exercising their authority. Therefore, it seeks to place organizations providing informational capacity directly under control of the president to ensure that the information will be utilized. Even if this is ultimately at Congress’s expense, their theory contends, it is worth it to Congress to have presidents more informed in exercising authority that they possess.

But without accounting for the role of ideas, these explanations sometimes fall short. In many policy areas, such as budgeting, they cannot explain the specific choices that cumulatively created the modern presidency between 1921 and 1947 or subsequent changes to it that occurred in the 1970s and 80s. First, in budgeting, a collective action problem alone cannot explain the choice to delegate authority to and augment the organizational capacity of the presidency. Any explanation of the design of institutional reforms has to account for counterfactuals – the alternative arrangements not chosen. Other institutional reforms with precedent were available for Congress, such as the creation of stronger centralized committees, the development of new organizational capacities under congressional control, or the creation of independent agencies or commissions. Second, the role of information can explain Congress’s choice to augment the organizational capacity of the presidency in both budgeting and national security, but cannot account for a preliminary condition for that choice in budgeting: what made Congress grant the presidency new budgetary authority in the first place? Another explanation needs to account for why Congress decided it was first appropriate to delegate and formalize presidential responsibility in budgeting and what assumptions about presidential behavior Congress was relying on. These accounts also cannot explain the rationale for subsequent changes to the
institutional arrangements for presidential budgeting. Congress still possessed its purported collective action problem, yet in the 1970s it challenged the institutional presidency that it had earlier created, including in budgeting and national security.

Table 1. Congressional Votes on Presidential Budgeting and National Security Authority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Party Control</th>
<th>House Votes (Yea – Nay)</th>
<th>Senate Votes (Yea – Nay)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAA of 1921</td>
<td>Unified (Republican)</td>
<td><em>House Bill:</em> 346 – 9 <em>Conference Report:</em> 335 – 3</td>
<td><em>Senate Bill:</em> No recorded vote <em>Conference Report:</em> No recorded vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Security Act of 1947</td>
<td>Divided (Democratic President, Republican House and Senate)</td>
<td><em>House Bill:</em> No recorded vote <em>Conference Report:</em> No recorded vote</td>
<td><em>Senate Bill:</em> No recorded vote <em>Conference Report:</em> No recorded vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBICA of 1974</td>
<td>Divided (Republican President, Democratic House and Senate)</td>
<td><em>House Bill:</em> 386 – 23 <em>Conference Report:</em> 401 – 6</td>
<td><em>Senate Bill:</em> 80 – 0 <em>Conference Report:</em> 75 – 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: *Congressional Record*, govtrack.us, voteview.com.  
*Note:* Votes from lawmakers from minor parties are omitted.

Scholars might also turn to partisanship as the primary explanation for delegations or revocations of authority to the presidency, depending on conditions of unified or divided government. The expectation would be that during unified government, a shared partisan interest would lead the majority in Congress to grant new authority and resources to a co-partisan president. During divided government (likely depending on whether an opposing party controlled both chambers), partisan interests might then dictate that Congress rescind such authority and resources. But consider first the laws creating the institutional presidency, which in budgeting and national security were not partisan. The BAA of 1921, though passed during unified government, passed with a nearly unanimous bipartisan vote. The National Security Act of 1947 passed during divided government and was so widely bipartisan it was enacted without recorded votes. Second, consider the laws in which Congress pushed back against the institutional
presidency. Though both the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act [CBICA] of 1974 and War Powers Resolution [WPR] of 1973 occurred during divided government, they passed with substantial bipartisan majorities and key congressional Republicans were amongst their most vigorous proponents. Simply put, partisanship is not a sufficient explanation for these occurrences (see Table 1).

Instead, sometimes ideas must be a central part of the story. As George Thomas asserts, “historical political developments are connected to and often rest on political thought.”14 In this paper, I use two cases of seemingly similar developments – the rise and alteration of the institutional presidency in budgeting and national security – to show when an explanation for a political outcome requires accounting for the role of a specific idea. In both cases, Congress formalized greater presidential responsibility in a policy area and provided new organizational capacities directly under presidential control.

Yet only one of these two developments was meaningfully influenced by a particular idea. In budgeting, as in trade, reorganization, and employment, the modern presidency built by Congress rested upon the idea of presidential representation – a claim that the president alone uniquely represents the entire American citizenry by virtue of being elected by a national constituency.15 Indeed, James Ceaser has noted that the perception of the presidency as a representative institution was vital to its development: “It seems clear… that the executive could never have attained its recent status without its first being proclaimed by so many as the nation’s only truly representative institution.”16 This idea anticipates institutional arrangements that, by degrees, depart from and stretch the institutional design of the written Constitution. An intellectual program of reform based upon the purported merits of presidential representation supplied the design idea for legislation addressing budgeting in 1921. And rising doubt about the
idea was a necessary condition for Congress to reconsider presidential budgeting in 1974. But in national security, the rational choice account that emphasizes the role of information is sufficient to explain the design of the National Security Act of 1947. Unlike in budgeting, the president was perceived to have substantial authority over national security as Commander in Chief, and the act thus rested upon that claim as opposed to an idea of presidential representation. Thus, as Gailmard and Patty assert, Congress wanted to ensure the president would utilize expertise in national security decision-making by placing new organizational capacities directly under presidential control.

My account of the rise and the durability of the institutional presidency considers the necessity of understanding the ideational foundations of institutions, laws, or policies to better make sense of both institutional choice and durability. By ideational foundations, I mean the implicit and explicit assumptions made by key actors about how particular institutional arrangements will function. The political efficacy of ideas on institutions can be broadly revealed in two ways. First, a particular institutional choice made by political actors – as compared to available alternatives – shows how an idea can affect or generate an institutional reform, even if the idea in itself is not the proximate cause of reform. Second, the reliance of an institution on an assumption is demonstrated by its durability in the face of doubt in its ideational foundations.

The paper proceeds as follows. First, I set forth attributes that, in combination, can be used to establish with greater plausibility the influence of ideas on institutional choice and institutional durability. Second, I offer an empirical demonstration of when ideas do matter to institutional development by contrasting the BAA of 1921 with the National Security Act of 1947. As I show, the idea of presidential representation proved crucial to Congress’s creation of the institutional presidency in budgeting, but not in national security. Third, I demonstrate that
when the idea of presidential representation fell into disrepute, the institutional presidency
became vulnerable to congressional pushback in both budgeting and national security. But this
pushback was more effective in budgeting than in national security precisely because presidential
budgeting had relied heavily upon the ideational assumption of presidential representation. When
that assumption was questioned, the entire arrangement fell apart. Finally, I conclude by
considering the institutional contingency that results from a reliance on political ideas in political
development.

ESTABLISHING THE POLITICAL EFFICACY OF IDEAS
Many political science works have suggested that ideas matter to political outcomes. George
Thomas, for example, suggests that ideas “may be the driving force in fashioning institutions and
creating institutional change,”17 even going so far as to assert that “it is a fallacy to think that
deep structural changes are not driven, at root, by a change in ideas.”18 Some of the most notable
works in American political development have tended to address ideas through a broad focus on
political culture.19 These works do not, however, directly take up the task of specifying how
ideas can exert a causal influence on specific political developments. Rogers Smith’s recent
“spiral of politics” model makes more progress in addressing how ideas influence politics by
suggesting several stages of the process, including the role of changing political contexts and the
capture of institutions by coalitions with shared ideas.20 Still, in the crucial steps when actors
adopt ideas and make institutional choices, the influence of their ideas is mostly assumed.
Perhaps the most promising account of what effects may be caused by ideas is put forth by Mark
Blyth, who asserts that ideas reduce uncertainty, influence the building of coalitions, push
against existing institutions or policies, and contribute to stability by generating shared
expectations about how institutions should function. But while this suggests potential outcomes that should be of interest to a researcher, the particular attributes that conclusively demonstrate this causal influence for each outcome are less apparent.

Demonstrating causality is a central issue in determining that ideas matter to specific reforms. Several problems stand out: showing that actors did not just use an idea instrumentally to advance their own interests, ruling out other alternative explanations for institutions that do not require ideas, and establishing that an institution relied upon a particular idea. Thus, as one review of this literature suggests, “more attention needs to be paid to articulating the causal processes through which ideas exert effects.” Indeed, Karen Orren and Stephen Skowronek caution scholars that ideas “may have no effect on” institutions, “and whatever effect they do have will be an empirical question.” Any argument that ideas are responsible for a particular political development, they note, must meet “high demands on specificity, on precisely determining the empirical referents of ideals and on careful scrutiny of the manner in which they are, or are not, accommodated by government.”

Examining how ideas influence political development also suggests the need to consider a broader temporal range than one single moment of institutional choice. If “political development[s]” are “durable shift[s] in governing authority,” then one must ask how ideas contribute both to an initial institutional choice and the durability of the new arrangement. The work of an idea in contributing to reform presumably does not end the moment a particular outcome is achieved. Rather, the idea itself may hold the key to how the durability of the revised set of institutional arrangements.

So what is necessary to move beyond asserting that ideas matter and to empirically demonstrate the influence of ideas on institutional change over time? Here, I suggest a series of
attributes that can, in combination, demonstrate the role of ideas in political development – both institutional choice and institutional durability. These attributes can most effectively be demonstrated through a combination of cases studies and process tracing.26

**Institutional Choice**

One task is to demonstrate that an idea is responsible for the choice of a particular set of institutional arrangements. Several attributes should be present in a case to effectively demonstrate the influence of an idea on institutional choice.

**Ideational Pervasiveness.** If an idea exercises influence on an institutional choice, that choice should occur within a context in which the relevant idea is popularized, apart from any specific reforms. Because political institutions are inevitably intertwined with ideas, inquiry into the subject is fraught with issues of endogeneity. As Rogers Smith notes, it can be hard to pinpoint which “comes first, the ideas or the institutions.”27

Therefore, to show that an idea was the key independent influence on a particular institutional choice, rather than the idea simply being invented for a specific purpose, the political context in which the idea was popularized must be specified and its diffusion documented.28 The “political discourse,” suggests John Campbell, “affects the degree to which policy ideas are communicated and translated into practice.”29 Importantly, the idea itself does not have to be new. Ideas, as Stephen Skowronek demonstrates, can be reassociated with different purposes or reforms over time.30 The essential criterion is that the relevant idea should be independent from the particular outcome of interest.31 At the very least, the idea should be more broadly applicable than just one specific institutional innovation.
**Ideational Assumptions.** The impact of a particular idea is revealed when a variety of actors who are in a position to influence an outcome cite the relevant idea as a basis for specific reforms.\(^{32}\) The actors should not simply have a set of common interests. They may not have obvious incentives to cite the idea. Even better, their formal institutional incentives may lean against the reforms inspired by the idea. Such conditions lead to greater confidence in the sincerity of their beliefs.\(^{33}\)

Any set of institutional arrangements will rely on certain ideational foundations – assumptions about how such arrangements will function that are at the core of their legitimacy.\(^{34}\) Ideas, as Mark Blyth notes, provide actors with “interpretive frameworks” to reduce uncertainty.\(^{35}\) Such assumptions are “beliefs about cause-effect relationships,” which have influence because they “derive authority from the shared consensus of recognized elites.”\(^{36}\)

George Thomas illustrates this in showing that the framers assumed that an educated populace would be needed to make the government established by the Constitution work.\(^{37}\) Importantly, there may be multiple assumptions that undergird an institutional change. For example, when Andrew Jackson began to veto congressional measures on policy-based grounds only, breaking from the practice of only issuing vetoes over the constitutionality of legislation, he was able to draw for ideational support upon both his nascent idea of presidential representation and Article I, section 7 of the Constitution.\(^{38}\)

**Choice amongst Alternatives.** The influence of an idea on an institutional choice is also demonstrated when a solution that involves the relevant idea is specifically chosen over other alternatives that do not involve the pertinent idea, even if these victories may be only partial due
to compromise.\textsuperscript{39} Multiple institutional solutions can be imagined and devised for the purpose of solving some perceived problem, but such alternatives must also have some plausible claim to solve problem. In determining whether an idea influenced an institutional choice, leverage can be gained from examining the other alternatives available to political actors in a given period. Ideas may act mainly as constraints on what choices are considered feasible.\textsuperscript{40} But to show the influence of an idea on a particular reform, the relevant notion must exercise influence at key moments of choice.\textsuperscript{41} The stimulus for the creation of a new set of institutional arrangements may be a crisis or some other impulse, but the design should be the result of a choice made by key political actors. As Judith Goldstein and Robert Keohane note, ideas can serve as “road maps.” When actors believe “in the causal links” that an idea suggests, the menu of alternative choices available for reform will be constrained.\textsuperscript{42} The ideas that underpin these choices are then the ideational foundations for the chosen arrangements.

\textbf{Overcoming Established Order}. The role of an idea in institutional choice is further revealed when the relevant idea anticipates reforms that push against some existing set of institutional arrangements and associated ideas.\textsuperscript{43} This makes it clear that any new arrangements will rely on the idea as an ideational foundation, continually supporting that new set of arrangements against the potential counterclaims of alternative ideas. For example, Jeffrey Tulis and Nicole Mellow show that the successful creation and ratification of the Constitution required prevailing over the contrary political ideas of the Anti-federalists.\textsuperscript{44} And as Howard Gillman also demonstrates, the early twentieth century featured a “clash [of] opposing truisms,” in which the newer idea of a living, flexible Constitution had to overcome the traditional formalist reasoning of constitutional originalism.\textsuperscript{45}
**Institutional Durability**

Ideas that influence institutional choice become the foundations of those institutional arrangements, with an impact that “may be prolonged for decades or even generations.” But that is not the only role ideas play. As both Karen Orren and Rogers Smith have both suggested, institutions and their accompanying ideas may not be equally durable. Thus, a question arises: can a set of institutional arrangements continue to function and last in the same form even as the ideas that once reinforced it have weakened?

Ideational foundations provide the link between institutional choice and institutional durability. In considering the role of ideas in political development, a second task is to show that the durability of a set of institutional arrangements relies on the continued perception of the legitimacy of its ideational foundations. If the underlying idea itself falls into disrepute, the institutional arrangements themselves will inevitably be altered.

**Changing Ideational Context.** An institution’s durability is affected by perceptions of its underlying ideas. Political change, argues Robert Lieberman, “arises out of the ‘friction’ among mismatched institutional and ideational patterns.” If belief in the foundational idea providing continuing support for a set of institutional arrangements weakens, change becomes more likely. Therefore, the context in which the idea itself falls into disrepute must be described.

**Questioning Assumptions.** When an idea that provides support for a set of institutional arrangements faces growing doubts in its legitimacy, the arrangements themselves may be subject to change. Such change is more likely if general doubt in the relevant idea is aimed at
specific relevant institutional reforms. In questioning the existing institutional arrangements, a variety of actors without a common interest across cases should invoke doubts about the relevant idea itself. Regardless of the assumptions made about how an institution would work, actors may ultimately find that it has functioned in unexpected ways. For example, according to Samuel Huntington, a “gap between political ideal and political reality” in America has been a constant source of cognitive dissonance leading to bursts of political change during recurrent “creedal passion periods.”

**Influence of Opposing Claims.** Changes to a set of institutional arrangements are more likely still if the weakening of the relevant idea is accompanied by an increased leveraging of opposing ideas. The opposing ideas might be claims that had been overcome earlier, but that are resurgent in the face of weakness of the principal idea supporting the institution.

When one of the core assumptions behind a set of institutional arrangements falls into disrepute or is seriously challenged, the institution is left to grasp at other ideas for continued support. But these alternatives may only provide partial support for the institution to continue to function as before. If the only other alternative ideas an institution can rely upon do not provide legitimacy for the *entirety* of its functions, then the nature and working of the institution itself will unavoidably be altered. Because of ideational intercurrence, if the principal idea supporting an institution is weaker, opposing ideas may then gain more influence. For example, the decline of the idea of “neutral competence” impacted the authority and role of the Bureau of the Budget, and an opposing expectation of “responsive competence” took hold in the reformulated Office of Management and Budget instead. Rogers Smith’s “multiple traditions” thesis further suggests that the intercurrence of opposing political traditions in America can lead to provisionality in any
achievement. While the liberal tradition might seem predominant in political culture, the ascriptive tradition can be resurgent at various times.\textsuperscript{55} And Jeffrey Tulis and Nicole Mellow show that the ideas that lose in key moments in American politics – the Anti-federalists at the Founding, Andrew Johnson during Reconstruction, Barry Goldwater in 1964 – can ultimately have a substantial political impact, providing the blueprint for later political changes.\textsuperscript{56}

**INSTITUTIONAL CHOICE: BUDGETING VERSUS NATIONAL SECURITY**

Distinguishing between when a specific idea does or does not play a crucial role in the choice of a particular set of institutional arrangements is ultimately an empirical question. This section considers the role of the idea of presidential representation in the development of the institutional presidency. Both the BAA of 1921 and the National Security Act of 1947 were statutes in which Congress consciously enhanced presidential responsibilities and organizational capacities. Yet, I argue, only in the BAA of 1921 did the idea of presidential representation play a crucial role in Congress’s institutional choice. Because of their similarity, these cases are ideal for showing when an ideational account is required for explaining a political outcome. I will consider each of these laws according to the attributes for institutional choice.

To demonstrate that the idea of presidential representation was the ideational foundation of a particular law, I would need to show (1) that presidential representation was an idea prominent in elite political discourse during this period, (2) that presidential representation was cited as the assumption behind a specific law, (3) that reforms involving the president were chosen over other alternatives seemingly more conducive to Congress’s institutional interests, and (4) that the idea of presidential representation pushed against existing institutional arrangements. The predominant alternative explanations for laws creating the institutional
presidency are Congress’s collective action problem and the role of information. As I show, these factors do not explain the design of the BAA of 1921, but the informational account is sufficient to explain the National Security Act.

**Ideational Pervasiveness: Faith in Presidential Representation**

For an idea’s influence to be revealed persuasively, it is necessary to demonstrate that an idea existed apart from the particular cases of interest. Here, I establish that the laws that cumulatively created the institutional presidency, including both the BAA of 1921 and the National Security Act of 1947, were passed in a political context in which the idea of presidential representation was being popularized. The claim that presidents best represented the nation was pervasive in elite political discourse, existing apart from the specific laws it was later applied to. It was within this context that efforts toward reform in specific policy areas occurred.

In the early twentieth century, Progressives sought to better orient government toward the achievement of the common good by attempting to overcome parochial and partisan interests. “National unity” was the “transcendent problem” of American politics. A nation that was “acquiring a national public sentiment,” in journalist William Allen White’s phrase, needed political leadership concerned with national problems. With more attempts to direct policy and rally public support for legislation by governors and presidents around the turn of the century, reformers believed executives were the means for gaining this focus on the whole.

Many reformers relied on the purported logic of presidential representation to rework constitutional relationships. Drawing forward certain nineteenth-century Jacksonian claims, they posited that the president, representing a national constituency, was the only truly nationally-oriented political actor and should, on that basis, have more influence on policymaking. The
professed benefits of presidential representation were repeatedly contrasted with the supposed ills of congressional representation in elite political discourse. Presidents, of course, had an interest in making this claim. But the idea advanced in other quarters as well. Soon after leaving office and even with a Democratic administration in place, the former Republican Secretary of War Henry Stimson scribbled in his handwritten notes as he drafted a speech, “the Executive by nature of Election represents nation at large.”

Yale President Arthur Twining Hadley lambasted a Congress in which “equity between the different parts becomes in their minds a more prominent consideration than the general interests or safety of the whole, which they are willing to trust Providence to take care of.” Because the president could “capture the public imagination,” argued Jeremiah Jenks, he could check the perceived localism of Congress. “No one else represents the people as a whole,” concurred then-Princeton president Woodrow Wilson. If responsibilities for leadership were placed “upon one man who represents the dominant phase of public opinion,” posited Herbert Croly, then “majority rule” would be able to occur “as it has never yet been developed and consolidated in the history of democracy.”

Representative Samuel McCall (R-MA), a defender of congressional prerogatives, lamented, “The claim of President Jackson that the President was the direct representative of the whole people is to-day very often heard.” Because lawmakers were “parochial” and their actions were “determined by the wishes, and often by the whims, of their limited constituencies,” summed up one newspaper, the “nation [had] come to conceive of a President as the one man in Washington who represents the people as a whole.”

But the Progressives’ ambitions went beyond simply deploying the claim developed in the nineteenth century that presidents uniquely represented the entire nation. They sought to institutionalize it. As Henry Jones Ford wrote, “While the presidential office has been
transformed into a representative institution, it lacks proper organs for the exercise of that function… no constitutional means are provided whereby he may carry out his pledges.” While not agreeing on all proposed remedies, most reformers focused on bolstering the president’s authority to initiate legislation and augmenting the president’s executive organizational capacity.

With prescribed agenda setting authority, the president, through a more formal connection to Congress, would propose bills that would purportedly best consider the needs of the whole country. As Walter Lippmann argued, “the remedy” for parochialism in a legislature was granting an executive more agenda setting authority: “the initiative is transferred from territorial delegates who represent local and special interests to the executive who in theory represents the whole nation.” Harold Laski agreed: “The only person responsibly charged with thinking and planning in terms of the whole Union is the president.”

But in order to maximize the potential of that agenda setting authority, the president needed to be placed at the head of a more unitary executive branch. The separate departments and agencies were perceived as uncoordinated, and they could communicate views to Congress that did not necessarily reflect those of the president. Therefore, greater organizational capacity was necessary to manage the executive branch, provide access to more expertise and information to be informed about national problems, and ensure that Congress would consider only presidential proposals. As Croly argued, executives needed “all the necessary weapons and instruments of leadership.” Moreover, it was assumed that executives would feel akin to experts in focusing on the whole nation. Economists and other experts, in Hadley’s view, would have “a corresponding advantage in advising the executive,” who “regards himself as a representative of the whole people rather than of small sections of the people.”
Such reforms had obvious constitutional implications. Creating more organizational capacity could plausibly claim support in the executive power invested in the president by Article II, but it would be necessary for Congress to bring it about. Providing such informational expertise to presidents would also inevitably give their proposals greater weight. Moreover, while the president had authority from Article II to recommend measures to Congress, the push to have presidents set the congressional agenda – to institutionalize presidential initiative – directly challenged legislative prerogatives. Importantly, proponents of such authority even acknowledged that the president’s legislative powers from the Constitution were insufficient to ensure a national perspective went before Congress. Some sought what amounted to an inversion in the legislative process: the president would propose legislation, and Congress would decide whether to accept it.73

Because the reforms associated with presidential representation, to varying degrees, stretched from the original constitutional frame, they were dependent on a corresponding notion that the Constitution was a “living,” flexible document.74 Far from minimizing this connection, Ford celebrated it: “The greatness of the presidency is the work of the people, breaking through the constitutional form.”75 But the implication was profound: if presidential representation involved breaking through the constitutional form, any corresponding reforms inspired by the concept would be particularly dependent on it for ideational support.

**Ideational Assumption: The President’s National Perspective**

For a relevant idea to influence an institutional choice, it must also be explicitly cited as the logic behind reforms by a variety of actors, including those who do not necessarily have an obvious interest in promoting the idea itself and may even have institutional reasons to resist it. In
budgeting, I show that actors from a variety of positions with different institutional interests—presidents, members of Congress from each party (including committee chairs), academics, journalists, and other reformers—embraced the idea of presidential representation. In national security reform, however, the idea of presidential representation was only ancillary. As Gailmard and Patty’s informational account contends, the key notion for actors designing that law was the president’s perceived preexisting authority as Commander in Chief.

**Budgeting.** The BAA of 1921 assumed that the president would propose a budget more reflective of the needs of the nation as a whole than would Congress or the individual executive departments. At all stages of the reform process and through various specific proposals, a variety of key actors put forth this claim, making it an integral part of the final statute. Ford, an academic, argued that a presidential budget was necessary “to subordinate particular interests to the general interest.” The Republican president, William Howard Taft, believed that being “the one whose method of choice and whose range of duties have direct relation to the people as a whole and the government as a whole,” any president would likely “feel the necessity for economy in total expenditures.” The President’s Commission on Economy and Efficiency [PCEE], set up by Taft to study the question of a national budget, argued that the central problem of not having an executive budget was that the president lacked a tool to keep in touch with popular feeling: “without a definite method of getting his concrete proposals before the country the Executive, as the one officer of the Government who represents the people as a whole, lacks the means for keeping in touch with public opinion with respect to administrative proposals.” By contrast, an executive budget would “enable the President, as Chief Executive and representative of the people at large, to get before the country a definite proposal.” Proposing a plan for a
national budget as part of the Institute for Government Research, William Willoughby argued that an executive budget would force Congress to consider “the general interests of the government as a whole” and allow citizens to exercise “a real popular control” upon “their representatives, legislative and executive.”

But under the existing system, as Charles Wallace Collins concluded in a congressional report commissioned by Senator Medill McCormick (R-IL), “local influences – influences which each Member feels from his own district or his own State – permeate our financial methods.”

These claims about a presidential budget were not just made in academia and in reform proposals; they were prominent in Congress. As one private congressional memo on budgeting stated, “Advocates of a budgetary system for the United States are agree on the point that the President… should be made responsible to the people for the preparation of the budget estimates and for the financial programs embodied therein.”

Testifying on the proposed bill, Frederick Cleveland, the former chair of the PCEE, described the logic of presidential representation: “the assumption… is this: …the Executive is the one man that is elected by the people at large and represents the whole country.” Because “the viewpoint of his vision must be countrywide,” the president “must be in a position of coming to have some definite program or plan that is comprehensive.”

Henry Stimson also argued for a presidential budget because “the Executive brings to bear… the viewpoint of the Nation as a whole as against the [legislature’s] view of an aggregate of disputants.”

In floor debate, Representative Joseph Byrns (D-TN) emphasized that, under the proposed budget bill, “the President… an elective officer of the United States, is made responsible to Congress and to the country.”

Congress, Byrns explained, was “at fault” for budget deficits because “in the last analysis Congress is responsible for all the appropriations that are made.”

Most notably, the architect of the bill and chairman of the powerful
Appropriations Committee, Representative James Good (R-IA), emphasized that the bill “assumed that the President, being the only official of the United States that is elected by all the people… must lay out a work program for the Government, and the appropriations that would necessarily follow.”

The significance of political ideas is shown by the fact that the institution we would most expect to resist presidential representation – Congress, “the people’s branch” – chose presidential budgeting. In congressional debates and hearings, key members of Congress who were most responsible for these laws, including committee chairmen and chamber leaders, endorsed the concept of presidential representation. None of the alternative explanations on offer – the collective action problem, the role of information, or partisan or regional interests – can on their own adequately explain the choice to involve the president in budgeting, which was based the particular assumption of how presidents were likely to act in the national interest. Moreover, if lawmakers were only acting instrumentally or trying to hide to their real motives, choosing to openly emphasize presidential representation and power would be an odd strategy.

**National Security.** At first glance, it might appear that the development of the institutional presidency in national security policy would also largely rest on an assumption of presidential representation. The effort to reform the national security system reflected an elite consensus that a broad perspective, focusing on the needs of the nation as a whole, needed to be privileged in the formation and implementation of foreign and national security policy. National security was just that – *national*. Reformers “talked more expansively about the national interest” and “used the phrase ‘national security’ more frequently than ever before.” This obsession with taking an
“overall” view was apiece with similar calls for a holistic perspective on budgeting two decades earlier.

Some actors did indeed cite the idea of presidential representation in national security debates. The principle of civilian control over the armed forces through the president, according to Senator Raymond Baldwin (R-CT), relied on the assumption that “the President of the United States is bound to be, as he should be, responsive to the will of the people.” Political scientist Pendleton Herring, one of the chief architects of national security reform, frequently contrasted the alleged ills of congressional representation with the benefits of presidential representation. Criticizing lawmakers for being responsive to organized pressure groups and allowing for the “neglect of the national welfare of the country,” Herring praised the president as the “chief representative” of the people, responsible to “an over-all constituency whose mass verdicts often differ from the dictates of pure localism.” And in 1949, the Commission on the Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government (known as the Hoover Commission), pushing for a reorganization of the recently-created National Military Establishment and National Security Council, emphasized that “the President, as the single member of the executive branch answerable to the electorate, is ultimately responsible to the American people for the formulation, execution, and coordination of foreign policies.”

But while the idea of presidential representation was referred to in debates over national security reform, it was not the core assumption behind the passed law. It was neither invoked as frequently nor as meaningfully in national security reform debates as it had been in disputes over budget reform. Instead, the consistent focus was on the president’s purported authority over foreign affairs by the Constitution. As Fleet Admiral E. J. King testified to Congress, the president was perceived to already possess substantial constitutional authority over national
security and foreign policy: “The key idea in my mind… is that after all this whole set-up is to improve our national security, and by the Constitution, the President has that responsibility.”

In debates leading to the passage of the National Security Act, lawmakers of varying institutional positions and from both parties left no doubt that they viewed the president’s constitutional authority in foreign affairs as the key assumption behind the law. Senator Baldwin noted that the Founders had “provided that the civilian head of State, the President, should be the Commander in Chief of the armed forces, as he still would be under this bill.” Whatever reforms Congress might desire, it could not “change the Constitution” in that respect. Representative James Wadsworth, Jr. (R-NY) declared that “under the Constitution,” the president “conducts the foreign relations of the United States” and “is Commander in Chief of the armed forces.” Thus, the National Security Act, in his view, did not amount to a delegation of authority to the president, but rather was an “attempt to set up an organization which will assist the President in the performance of those two special functions, the conduct of foreign relations, and his function as Commander in Chief of the armed forces.”

To be sure, Congress had constitutional authority to organize the executive branch and provide for the raising of the armed services, but the consistent refrain centered on the president’s presumed authority as Commander in Chief. These perceptions of the president’s constitutional role in foreign policy and national security directly influenced the design of the National Security Act. Because Congress’s motivation for placing new organization capacities under presidential control was its assumption that the president already possessed constitutional authority in this policy area, the informational account alone is a persuasive explanation for the creation of the institutional presidency in the case of the National Security Act.
Choice amongst Alternatives: Involving the President

To demonstrate that an idea influenced a reform, it should also be shown that a specific choice involving the relevant idea is made over other potential alternatives not associated with the idea. Even if an unrelated impulse causes the perceived need for reform, the idea is thus shown to be directly behind the design of a reform. In budgeting, I show that, though the impulse for reform was rising debt after World War I, the major elements of the BAA of 1921 corresponded to what key actors claimed was necessary to appropriately reflect assumptions about presidential representation. Moreover, the law’s design was chosen over other alternatives that would not have corresponded to the idea of presidential representation, even if they competed more directly with actors’ institutional interests. Conversely, while the National Security Act of 1947, responding to the onset of the Cold War, also featured the choice of a presidency-oriented reform with the creation of the NSC, this choice did not correspond to the idea of presidential representation. Rather, it was influenced principally by the perception that the president had constitutional authority over national security as Commander in Chief.

Budgeting. Before passage of the BAA of 1921, presidential budgeting was not the only institutional arrangement that was feasible or proposed to address rising debt. Other arrangements that would not have involved the president were considered and had precedent. Thus, the fact that a solution involving the president was chosen is another indicator of the efficacy of the idea of presidential representation. Some in Congress, particularly in the House, had proposed legislative budget alternatives instead, including either a committee that would report estimates of available revenue or a centralized single appropriations committee in each chamber. Speaker Champ Clark (D-MO) privately admitted to Representative J. Swagar
Sherley (D-KY) that he wanted to find “some kind of a budget arrangement,” but, even with a Democratic president, he was “not in favor of turning the whole thing over to the Executive Department.” In addition to considering addressing the issue solely through changes to the committee process, Congress nearly gave authority to prepare budgets to the Treasury Secretary – an office with which Congress historically had a close relationship. Some states and cities had commissions to propose budgets, rather than the elected executive, an alternative discussed in congressional hearings. Congress could also have considered creating its own resource for budgeting like the later Congressional Budget Office.

Instead, not only did Congress choose to involve the president in budgeting formally for the first time, it provided a budget director and Bureau of the Budget under presidential authority (even if it was initially located in the Treasury Department until 1939). Congress did reject granting the president a supermajority agenda-setting power, revealing the limit to which it was willing to empower the president. But the choice to involve the president cannot be fully explained without accounting for the role of ideas.

**National Security.** In national security, a presidency-oriented alternative was also chosen – the creation of the NSC – as the solution to a perceived problem. But while the annual presidential budget and creation of BOB were directly associated with claims of presidential representation, the NSC did not rely on this idea. Arising as a compromise to a dispute between the interests of the Army versus the Navy, the NSC was placed under presidential control solely because such authority over national security was already perceived to belong to the president. Presidential control over the NSC – signified by the decisions to not allow congressional access to NSC reports, not place the new Secretary of Defense as the chair of the NSC, and not forcing the
president to chair meetings and be bound by NSC decisions – was a way to reconcile this new institutional creation with existing claims of the Commander in Chief authority. There was little need of or role for the idea of presidential representation.

The NSC emerged as a compromise out of the primary battle over national security reform, concerning unification – whether and to what extent the military services would be placed under one department and one secretary. Democratic President Harry Truman, the Army, and the Army’s patrons in Congress pushed for unification, while the Navy and its congressional patrons opposed unification and sought to enhance coordination amongst the services instead. Recognizing the need to not simply oppose Army’s unification plan, Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal commission businessman Ferdinand Eberstadt to produce a report outlining a Navy alternative for national security reform. Arguing that a single unified department would not improve national security, Eberstadt proposed a council on national security that would coordinate among the three military services to help the president in determining foreign policy. The NSC “would be the keystone of our organizational structure for national security.” It would integrate foreign and military policy, being “charged with the duty of (1) formulating and coordinating over-all policies in the political and military fields, (2) of assessing and appraising our foreign objectives, commitments and risks, and (3) of keeping these in balance with our military power, in being and potential.” The NSC “would be a policy-forming and advisory, not an executive, body.” But unlike the existing BOB, the president was initially envisioned to be a member of the Council itself as chair, alongside permanent members that would include the Secretary of State and the three service secretaries. The Council would also have a “permanent secretariat” for informational and staff capacity, and the Council would supervise a newly-formed Central Intelligence Agency.
While the provision for the NSC was the result of the Navy’s strategic attempt to hold off its least desired outcome, it soon came to be an uncontroversial and core feature of the National Security Act. But in contrast to presidential budgeting, the NSC was viewed only as bolstering the president’s purportedly privileged constitutional foreign policy authority, not as delegating new power. In fact, skepticism that the NSC might infringe upon the president’s constitutional authority had to be overcome. Reflecting such concerns, President Truman and the BOB thus worked to change the proposal from NSC being policymaking to just advisory. Moreover, while the Senate version of the bill initially put the Secretary of National Defense in charge of the NSC, rather than the president, the House changed this provision to affirm presidential control. But none of these choices made to privilege the president’s perspective were associated with the claim of presidential representation.

Congress viewed the NSC as helping the president fulfill constitutional functions. Senator Chan Gurney (R-SD), chair of the Armed Services Committee, emphasized that the NSC “reports directly to the President,” not to the new Secretary of National Defense. Explaining why the Secretary of National Defense was not made chair of the NSC, Senator Gurney cited the president’s constitutional role: “We do not wish to take away from the President, in any shape, manner, or form, his constitutional duty as Commander in Chief of the armed forces.” The Secretary should not have “overall authority,” since the NSC’s purpose was “to advise the President.” Senator Baldwin also explained that he had changed his mind from wanting the Secretary of National Defense to chair the NSC. Subsequent developments confirmed that the NSC was responsive to the president, not Congress or the bureaucracy. These included the Congress’s removal of the service secretaries from the council in 1949, the placement of the NSC in the Executive Office of the President by Truman in 1949, the use of the NSC staff by the
president to gain information and recommendations that were not from a departmental perspective, and, finally, the creation of the position of Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs [APNSA] by President Dwight Eisenhower in 1953.¹¹²

The informational account alone is persuasive to explain the creation and design of the NSC. Its design was not meaningfully influenced by the idea of presidential representation. Emerging initially as a compromise gambit between Army and Navy interests in the unification debate, once the NSC was on the table as a reform, the chief aim of lawmakers was not to delegate new authority to the president in national security but rather to reconcile the new institution with the president’s perceived existing constitutional authority. Indeed, Congress focused on presidential supremacy so much that, as Harold Koh argues, the 1947 law’s “most glaring omission” was the “failure” of Congress to specify either its own role or that of the courts in foreign policy.¹¹³

**Overcoming Established Order: Constitutional Stretches**

The reliance of an institutional innovation on an idea is also shown when the relevant idea anticipates reforms that push against a set of established institutional arrangements and associated ideas. The idea of presidential representation anticipated institutional arrangements that, by degrees, stretched from constitutional foundations. In budgeting, the change in the relationship between the president and Congress departed from what was anticipated by the written constitutional frame. Actors who resisted the idea were able to draw upon claims from an opposing tradition of congressional representation that was sanctified with a constitutional gloss. Perceived as making a departure, the BAA of 1921 was thus particularly reliant on the perceived legitimacy of the claim of presidential representation for ideational support. By contrast, the
National Security Act of 1947, though also making a new departure in presidential policymaking by creating the NSC, was nonetheless perceived as dealing with a policy area that already belonged to the president under the Constitution. Thus, that act did not rely upon a claim of presidential representation for legitimacy.

**Budgeting.** Presidential budgeting was vulnerable to charges that it would interfere with the power of the purse that belonged to Congress and especially to the House of Representatives. At the Founding, the connection between finance and representation that had developed in the Anglo-American political tradition was formalized in Article I, as revenue bills would originate in the House of Representatives, giving the power of the purse to the chamber perceived as closest to the people.¹¹⁴ As James Madison famously argued, “This power over the purse, may in fact be regarded as the most compleat [sic] and effectual weapon with which any constitution can arm the immediate representatives of the people.”¹¹⁵ Treasury Secretaries had wielded some influence early on, but any presidential influence over executive branch estimates before the 1921 act was irregular and not formalized.¹¹⁶ Thus, the innovation of a presidential budget – even if it was fully amendable by Congress – was a notable departure.

Significantly, the key actors in the reform process recognized this. Henry Jones Ford viewed budgetary problems as a “constitutional disease,” suggesting the need for adjustments to the fundamentals of the constitutional structure.¹¹⁷ The PCEE admitted its vision for a presidential budget departed from American precedents, citing other nations for granting strong budget initiative to executives, rather than legislatures.¹¹⁸ Of course, the president’s Article II authority to recommend measures gave some constitutional cover for this new procedure. As Representative Good noted in the debate over the bill, the president was “the only official who is
designated by the Constitution to give Congress, from time to time, information on the state of the Union.”

But critics were still able to portray the presidential budget as a threat to Congress’s prerogatives, and Congress initially took this view. Representative J. Swagar Sherley (D-KY), for example, called Congress “the only logical representative of a free people.” Former House Speaker Joseph Cannon (R-IL) warned, “I think we had better stick pretty close to the Constitution with its division of powers well defined and the taxing power close to the people.” Notably, the PCEE itself had even deemed the Article II provision for the president to recommend measures as insufficient: “The annual message of the President to the Congress in no sense has been a budgetary statement.” Rather, a formalized authority was necessary. Ultimately, despite earlier resistance that cited constitutional claims, rising debt from World War I made legislators more receptive to the need for change, and reformers who had been agitating for a presidential budget based on an assumption of presidential representation had a solution at the ready.

In the budgeting case, the role of ideas is further clarified by the resistance reforms faced from the established sets of institutional arrangements and related ideas. Such resistance sometimes had effects; compromises were sometimes made that blunted potentially even more transformative change. But on the whole, the impact of the idea of presidential representation is most clearly seen in the arrangements and ideas that had to be overcome to achieve change.

**National Security.** The National Security Act of 1947 did overcome some of the interests resistant to unification, but the achievement was not associated with the claim of presidential representation. Rather, a key aspect of the law was ensuring it did not infringe on perceived
presidential authority, which resulted in giving Congress minimal influence over national security deliberations in the executive branch.

Different interpretations of where foreign policy authority most prominently resided under the Constitution were certainly possible.124 “The Constitution is not at all precise in its allocation of foreign affairs powers between the two branches,” noted the Hoover Commission in 1949.125 But the perception that foreign policymaking was to be led by the executive under the Constitution was readily apparent in debates over national security reform.126 Unlike in budgeting, presidential authority over foreign affairs had a long history, even if such authority had been disputed. In 1800, then-Representative (and future Supreme Court Chief Justice) John Marshall (F-VA) famously told Congress that the president was the “sole organ of the nation in its external relations, and its sole representative with foreign nations.”127 In *U.S. v. Curtiss Wright Export Corp.* (1936), Justice George Sutherland’s opinion affirmed the same “very delicate, plenary and exclusive power of the President as the sole organ of the federal government in the field of international relations – a power which does not require as a basis for its exercise an act of Congress.”128 To be sure, members of Congress did not inherently buy into these sweeping claims, but they did largely perceive the president as having unique authority due to being Commander in Chief.

This posed an issue for the creation of the NSC. Despite wide agreement on its utility, there were potentially problematic constitutional implications to Eberstadt’s original vision. Eberstadt had envisioned the president participating in meetings of the NSC and also viewed it as a policymaking body. But if the president participated in all NSC meetings, it could be seen as trying to bind the president to the NSC’s collective decisions, a potential infringement on the president’s constitutional authority.129 Moreover, Eberstadt’s provision that the NSC would
produce “annual reports to the President and to Congress,” posed potential issues of control. Congressional access to such reports raised the prospect of the NSC not only serving in an advisory role for the president. In the end, consistent with the informational account, the NSC was reconciled with claims of Article II authority by placing it firmly under presidential control.

The easy assumption that the NSC was meant to be a presidential institution alone did face a limited challenge on the floor in Congress. Representative Thomas Owens (R-IL) expressed concern that Congress would not be involved in presidential decision-making on foreign policy with the NSC. He also noted that some lawmakers had wanted to place members of Congress directly on the NSC. Seeking to increase congressional involvement, Owens proposed an amendment to make any NSC recommendations and reports available to the House Speaker and President of the Senate. Notably, Owens defended this proposal on the grounds of congressional representation, referring to the Speaker and Senate President as “close to the people.” Owens noted that, contrary to originalist assertions about the president’s authority as Commander in Chief, the “bill would create a council such as we have not had in the history of our Government.” And he complained that “there has not been one word said about the Congress, the representatives of the people themselves, having one word to say about the plans that are being made 1 year or 2 or 3 or 4 years ahead.” The amendment would be “a safeguard which the people need.” But his efforts were in vain, as the amendment was rejected.

Instead, presidential supremacy over the NSC was affirmed, but not under the influence of the idea of presidential representation. Essentially severing the NSC from congressional control, Congress placed the NSC under the executive because it wanted to ensure that, even in a policy area perceived to be under presidential authority, presidents would utilize the information and expertise that would be available.
INSTITUTIONAL DURABILITY: BUDGETING VERSUS NATIONAL SECURITY

This section focuses on how to empirically determine if the durability of a set of institutional arrangements rests upon the continued perception of the legitimacy of a particular ideational foundation. When core ideas that an institution relies upon fall into doubt, the institutional arrangements face rising pressure for alteration. In the 1970s, Congress reconsidered its earlier development of the institutional presidency, making changes in the same policy areas through a series of laws. Among these were the CBICA of 1974 (creating a separate congressional budget process and new Congressional Budget Office [CBO]) and the WPR of 1973 (attempting to constrain presidential war powers).

Notably, pushback by Congress is not what would be predicted by the two prominent explanations for the rise of the institutional presidency. Congress, composed of 535 members, still had a collective action problem. And despite predictions that Congress would always ant to place organizational capacity under the president to ensure its use, in budgeting, Congress decided to instead enhance its own informational resources with the establishment of the CBO. The most obvious alternative explanation for the friction between Congress and the presidency in this period would thus be partisanship and divided government. But both laws in budgeting and national security were widely bipartisan.

To demonstrate that rising doubts in the idea of presidential representation influenced changes in the arrangements of the institutional presidency, I would need to show (1) that the idea of presidential representation faced rising criticism and doubts in elite political discourse during this period, (2) that the assumptions embodied in earlier reforms were increasingly questioned, and (3) that opposing claims about congressional authority and constitutional
legitimacy were more influential in a context in which claims of presidential representation were perceived as weaker. In budgeting, this was the case. Presidential budgeting, while not eliminated, would no longer be as privileged, as Congress, declaring itself the superior representative and appropriate constitutional locus of budgeting, developed its own budget process and informational capacities. These representational and constitutional claims were also used to push back against presidential control of national security decision-making and war powers. But, like in debates over the National Security Act, the perception of the president’s authority as Commander in Chief significantly influenced the final resolution, ultimately constraining Congress’s willingness to reclaim authority and, ironically, providing a statutory basis for broad presidential power over war.133

**Changing Ideational Context: Criticizing Presidential Representation**

To show that institutional arrangements were altered due to the declining influence of a core idea, it is first necessary to demonstrate that the relevant idea had fallen into disrepute. In the case of the institutional presidency, affecting policy areas including budgeting and national security, the political context had indeed changed. The presidential credibility gap that developed from the prolonged Vietnam War and the Watergate scandal combined to undermine faith in the presidency as a force for good government.134 To be sure, claims of presidential representation did not disappear. But, as Pierre Rosanvallon has argued, “truthfulness” and “integrity” are concepts inherently related to maintaining belief that a political actor acts in the general interest.135 With the claim of presidential representation increasingly criticized in elite discourse, the idea was more susceptible to challenges from opposing ideas about congressional representation and constitutional structure. This had consequences, raising questions of
legitimacy around the institutional presidency that rested on the idea of presidential representation. A new generation of reformers dismissed the idea as naïve and argued that Congress needed to reclaim its constitutional powers.

The rising doubts about the idea of presidential representation were chronicled by scholars. “It is impossible for one President to represent the whole country,” political scientist Andrew Hacker told students at Occidental College. The presidency, said Samuel Huntington, had “since Theodore Roosevelt… been viewed as the most popular branch of government.” But “in the 1960s… the tide of opinion dramatically reversed itself: those who previously glorified presidential leadership now warn of the dangers of presidential power.” To Huntington, “probably no development of the 1960s and 1970s [had] greater import for the future of American politics.”

Theodore Lowi agreed, reporting that “faith in the presidency as a representative majority rule came almost completely unstuck during the late 1960s and thereafter.” Thomas Cronin, both a political scientist and a former White House staffer, likewise concluded: “Too much has been made by too many presidents and by too many scholars of that ancient but partial truth that only the president is the representative of all the people… [Congress’s] two houses collectively represent them also and in ways a president cannot and does not.”

Significantly, symptoms of this declining faith in the presidency tended to be accompanied by calls for returning to the Founders’ intent for the separation of powers and a rehabilitation of the idea of congressional representation. In his famous “Time for Choosing” speech, Ronald Reagan criticized the view that the president “must be freed” from “the restrictions” imposed by an “antiquated” Constitution “so that he can do for us what he knows is best.” For the first time, in 1966 the opposition party delivered a response to accompany a
presidential State of the Union address, implicitly signaling a decline in the view of the president as the embodiment of a national consensus.\textsuperscript{141} In January 1973, after a presidential election in which Richard Nixon won 49 states (theoretically bolstering his claim to represent the whole nation), \textit{Time} nonetheless featured a cover on the “Crisis in Congress,” describing the problem of presidential authority as “the crack in the Constitution.” Drawing a contrast between congressional and presidential representation, \textit{Time} editor in chief Hedley Donovan, asserted that the stakes were “whether a democratic society puts some value on collective wisdom as opposed to centralized individual [presidential] wisdom, and whether the Congress can make a more constructive contribution to public policy.”\textsuperscript{142} The next year, the Congressional Research Service sponsored an intercollegiate debate topic about rising doubts in presidential authority: “Resolved: That the Powers of the Presidency Should Be Curtailed.” Included in the accompanying reading materials was a critique of presidential representation by Louis Fisher: “It is a crude generalization, of course, to depict Congress as the servant of selfish interests while idealizing the President as the one who acts for the nation as a whole.”\textsuperscript{143} The Yale Law School professor Alexander Bickel told Congress: “We have tended to tell the people that we govern by plebiscite. That is not the case. It ought not to be. This is a constitutional government and we are engaged in the long-range effort to restore it.”\textsuperscript{144} The old view of lawmakers being parochial was outdated, asserted journalist David Rosenbaum. Lawmakers in the 1960s and 70s were “a different breed from their predecessors,” being “less parochial” and now “elected as much on national and international issues as they are on local matters.”\textsuperscript{145} The \textit{New York Times} drew its readers’ attention to the separation of powers by printing specific provisions of the Constitution from Articles I and II about presidential and congressional authority.\textsuperscript{146} Most famously, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. pointed to Vietnam and Watergate, criticizing the “imperial presidency.”\textsuperscript{147}
Presidents certainly did not just give up the claim of presidential representation, and the idea remained a regular feature of American politics. But the transformative ambitions associated with the idea had been blunted. By the 1980s, the Reagan administration implicitly acknowledged this. Recognizing the deterioration in the perceived legitimacy of the idea of presidential representation, Reagan and his administration decided to make a sharper “distinction between his political role as the chief representative of the people and his constitutional duty to protect the office of the presidency,” including emphasizing the newly-popularized unitary executive theory.¹⁴⁸

**Questioning Assumptions: Doubting the President’s National Perspective**

The relevance of the core idea to the durability of a set of institutional arrangements is revealed when key assumptions are directly questioned by a variety of actors. In this case, a loss of faith in the ideational foundation of the modern presidency – presidential representation – led to alterations in the institutional arrangements between the presidency and Congress in policy areas, such as budgeting, that relied on the idea of presidential representation. Conversely, while the deterioration of the idea also led to a challenge to the president’s national security authority, the degree to which Congress successfully took back authority was markedly less. Presidential authority in national security policymaking had not been uniquely reliant on the claim of presidential representation, but instead was rooted in congressional perceptions of the meaning of the Commander in Chief clause of Article II.

**Budgeting.** In budgeting, Congress reconsidered the role of the president and passed the CBICA of 1974, creating a congressional budget process, establishing the CBO, and limiting presidential
impoundments. Showing recognition that the president’s role in budgeting had been based on an ideational assumption of presidential representation, Republican President Richard Nixon had tried to defend presidential budgetary authority – including his bold use of impoundments – by asserting his purported unique national perspective. “Congress represents special interests,” he argued, but “I am going to stand for that general interest.”

But lawmakers of both parties were no longer buying it. Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AR) chided Nixon, saying that if he were serious that only the president truly represented the national interest, “he ought to propose a constitutional amendment and say just what he is saying here, that the Congress no longer represents the country [and] it represents special interest[s], therefore, we abolish the right of Congress to determine policy.” Senator Sam Ervin, Jr. (D-NC) asked rhetorically, “Aren’t Members of the Senate and the Members of the House elected by exactly the same people that elected the President?” Fulbright replied simply, “That is my impression.”

Similarly, Senator Edmund Muskie (D-ME) took Roy Ash, Nixon’s budget director, to task for repeating Nixon’s claim about presidential representation. Asserting that Congress represented the national interest as well, Muskie said that, contrary to claims of presidential representation, presidents could in fact be beholden to special interests:

Now, would the President demand executive power on the grounds that this Congress is influenced by special interest groups? I resent that. And I must say that a statement on your part is a temptation to me to pursue that line with respect to examples of special influence in the executive branch… I want to say at the outset I resent it. On my part I believe we are motivated by the general interest, as anyone in the executive branch, and I think it ill becomes the executive branch beginning with its principal spokesman, the
President, to accuse Congress of being primarily motivated by such special interest considerations.\textsuperscript{151}

Senator Bill Brock (R-TN) argued that Congress, not the presidency, was “the branch of government which is most directly reflective and responsive to the American people.”\textsuperscript{152}

Moreover, not only lawmakers dismissed the idea of presidential representation. For example, Jack Nixon, the Georgia Superintendent of Schools, directly rebutted Nixon’s claim: “I know the President has said that ‘the Congress represents special interests,’ and that he ‘represents the nation’s general interest.’ I suggest that the President’s impoundment of these particular [education] funds is testimony that the opposite is true.”\textsuperscript{153}

On a bipartisan basis and during both divided and unified government, lawmakers expressed increasing doubts in the idea of presidential representation. The congressional pushback against presidential budgeting cannot be adequately explained without accounting for the changing perceptions of its underlying ideational foundation.

\textbf{National Security}. Congress also reconsidered the president’s authority over national security in the early 1970s, specifically questioning the president’s use of war powers in the wake of Vietnam. These debates reflected the growing doubt about presidents as national representatives. Lawmakers asserted that Congress’s preeminence in war was not only constitutionally necessary, but was also vital because of the purported superiority of collective congressional representation as a reflection of the national will. But unlike in budgeting, presidential authority over national security had not been perceived as resting on an ideational foundation of presidential representation. Instead, the perception that the president’s constitutional authority as Commander in Chief included inherent authority over national security and foreign affairs acted as a
constraint on the scope of congressional efforts to pushback against presidential war making. Indeed, that the position of APNSA was so prominent in the presidential foreign policy of the 1970s – even as Congress pushed back against presidential authority – is instructive.

Doubts in the idea of presidential representation were expressed repeatedly in Congress. Senator John Tower (R-TX), referring to President Nixon’s overwhelming reelection victory, did attempt to defend the idea, criticizing the war powers bill for “flying in the teeth of the mandate conferred by the American people on the President of the United States,” who had “expressed at the ballot box their confidence in his ability to formulate and implement a foreign policy that is in the best interest of the United States.” But Tower’s plea faced significant pushback. His fellow partisan, Senator Pete Domenici (R-NM), defied party loyalty in declaring presidential representation to fall short of actually reflecting the national will. Stating that the Founders believed “that the decision to declare war was so awesome that the President needed the advice of the people’s representatives,” Domenici argued, “We have learned the hard way that when the American people through their elected Representatives do not share in a decision to go to war, they do not bring to it their full support and sense of personal obligation. The spirit of patriotism is absent.” By contrast, “the principle established by the war powers bill is that this country should not be committed to war without the sanction of the American people through their elected representation.” Bill sponsor Senator Jacob Javits (R-NY) declared, “Nor, Mr. Chairman, can we assume that one man alone knows the national interest.”

Presidential representation was also judged to fall short in signaling the nation’s resolve to adversaries. Representative Ogden Reid (D-NY) argued that a congressionally-declared war would “carry more weight overseas than a unilateral act of a President which is not necessarily supported by the people.” Reid further posited that “the Soviets… are fully sensitive, for
instance, to the distinction between a broad national mandate and a decision that does not imply broad support.”\textsuperscript{157} Similarly, Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN) argued that “the act will send a signal to the Soviet Union and to anyone else that we in the Congress… as the duly elected representatives of the American people… share in the responsibility for national security decisions.”\textsuperscript{158}

In national security, then, one of the conditions showing the potential influence of an idea on reform was present. Those pushing for war powers reform specifically invoked doubts in the idea of presidential representation. However, just the expression of these doubts is not sufficient to show the president’s national security authority was vulnerable because of a reliance on an assumption of presidential representation. Congressional perceptions of the president’s role as Commander in Chief, rooted in the Constitution, had instead been the key assumption behind presidential responsibility for national security decision-making and the construction of the national security apparatus under presidential control.

\textbf{Influence of Opposing Claims: Questioning Constitutional Relationships}

When the idea that a set of institutional arrangements relies on for legitimacy falls into disrepute, opposing ideas and claims become more influential. With presidential representation in doubt, earlier reforms were left susceptible to charges of illegitimacy and more reliant on the Constitution for ideational support. But not all aspects of the institutional presidency could easily rest on that basis. The variation in pushback reflected degrees of vulnerability to a constitutional critique. Reforms that could better retreat to a constitutional foundation proved more durable, while those that stretched furthest from the original design proved more vulnerable. Presidential budgeting, perceived as intruding on Congress’s Article I legislative powers, faced relatively
significant pushback with the creation of a separate congressional budget process. By comparison, though war powers of course fell under Article I as well, the president’s national security authority was still viewed through the lens of Article II by many members of Congress, resulting in a less successful pushback.

*Budgeting.* Beyond just criticizing the rise in presidential impoundments, lawmakers in both parties questioned the constitutional wisdom of the entire system established by the BAA of 1921. Senator Edward Gurney (R-FL) placed blame for presidential budgetary pretensions on congressional delegation: “The blame for the crisis of power in which we find ourselves must be placed upon ourselves, the Congress. We have given discretionary budget authority to the executive through such legislative precedents as… the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921.”159 Similarly, Senator Robert Byrd pointed to the BAA as the genesis of the slippage of congressional spending powers: “In the more than 50 years since the Budget and Accounting Act was passed the Congress has permitted its ‘power of the purse’ under the Constitution gradually to slip away or diminish.”160 While “the Executive branch has acquired almost the whole of the initiative in matters involving coordination of federal financial policy,” noted Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield (D-MT) in a meeting of Senate Democrats, “that is not as it should be under the Constitution.”161

Indeed, with the claim presidential representation losing legitimacy, the constitutional claim that Congress had been granted the power of the purse, being the branch closest to the people, was resurgent. Congress, noted Senator Russell Long (D-LA) privately to Mansfield, was the branch “charged with determining national priorities.”162 Numerous members of Congress echoed this refrain publicly. “We have the opportunity now,” argued Senator Brock, “to restore
congressional prerogatives of the people’s branch. It is the people’s branch.” He called for reforms that would ensure it would be “truly the legislative branch that does establish the national priorities of this Nation.”163 “The power of the purse,” concurred Senator J. Glenn Beall, Jr. (R-MD), “is probably the most important power of Congress.”164 Congress needed “to restore to itself its separate power to determine and declare priorities in national spending,” its “traditional prerogative.”165 Senator Kennedy – brother of a president who had championed the view of representing all the people – asserted that the 1974 act would be “a centerpiece in the continuing efforts by the Senate and the House to assert their long-dormant fiscal responsibilities and prerogatives under the Constitution.”166 Senator Charles Percy (R-IL) described the 1974 act as aiming to be “a reversal of the accelerating erosion of the congressional purse power, a reassertion of our correct role in the American plan of government.”167 This meant no longer deferring to the president’s budget proposal, which had, according to Representative Jack Brooks (D-TX), “all too often become equivalent to a determination of national priorities.”168 Instead, to “perform effectively its constitutional function of power of the purse,” asserted Senator Hubert Humphrey (D-MN), Congress “must be in a position to act independently, to make our own choices, gather our own data, do our own analysis, and propose our own policy alternatives.”169 Hence Congress needed its own legislative budget proposal and a CBO to provide informational capacity and expertise.

Unlike the claim of presidential representation, congressional representation was perceived as being enshrined in the Constitution. In a letter on his position on budget reform to Mansfield, Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr. (D-NJ) stated, “Certainly, Congress’ position should be preeminent in this process as was intended under the Constitution.”170 Representative Jamie Whitten (D-MS) equated Congress’s constitutional prerogatives with popular
representation: “when the rights of the Congress are in any way impinged upon, it is the rights of the people that are being affected. We represent the people.”\textsuperscript{171} Likewise, Representative William Moorhead (D-PA) connected the power of the purse to closeness to the people: “the power of the purse is all that we have and we are the people’s representatives.”\textsuperscript{172} Nor did only lawmakers make this point. Arthur Burns, the chairman of the Federal Reserve (and a Nixon appointee), told members of Congress, “If you can develop procedures that will enable Members of Congress to vote on an overall fiscal policy that adequately reflects congressional priorities, you will revitalize representative government in this country.”\textsuperscript{173}

These claims of congressional representation and constitutional intent that was aimed at budgeting were not just used instrumentally. Rather, for lawmakers of both parties, they reflected a reassertion of the very notions that proponents of the idea of presidential representation had, with substantial success, pushed against decades before. The debates were over fundamental questions of institutional design. With greater doubts in the idea of presidential representation, those earlier institutional changes were more susceptible to those counterclaims.

\textit{National Security}. Claims of congressional representation and constitutionality were also used to attempt to push back against presidential authority in war making, but with presidential authority in national security resting on a constitutional perception of the Commander in Chief clause, their use met with less success. Senator Javits, even as he acknowledged that lawmakers were creatures of their states and districts – “the representatives of the people at the State level in the Senate” and “local level” in the House – praised the bill for “giving the broad representation of the people in the Congress a voice.”\textsuperscript{174} Senator Lawton Chiles (D-FL) concurred: “With the war powers bill, we put the dog of war back on the people’s leash, where it can only be turned loose
through the people’s representatives.”

“Under this legislation,” stated Senator Walter Mondale (D-MN), “the Congress – and through us, the American people – are brought back into the decisionmaking process in those decisions which most vitally affect our future as a nation.”

Representative Michael Harrington (D-MA) turned criticism of lawmakers as localistic on its head, arguing that “the bureaucratic momentum which can overwhelm a President is not so strongly felt in the Congress, where power is diffused and the Members are more attuned to local interests.”

The refrain that Congress was attempting to restore constitutionality to war making was predominant in hearings and floor debate. Senator Fulbright disdainfully described the constitutional thinking of the Nixon administration as non-originalist, asserting that the administration claimed the right “to interpret the Constitution as we see fit [and] therefore do as we please, confident in the knowledge that such was the intent of the Founding Fathers.”

“The overwhelming bulk of the warmaking power was lodged in Congress,” testified Harvard Law professor Raoul Berger, and “the apologists [for presidential power] depend on extra-constitutional, post-1787 self-serving statements or actions by the President not on the Constitution, not on anything that was said by a Framer.”

The “purpose of the bill,” argued Representative Harrington, was “to fulfill – not to alter, amend or adjust – the intent of the framers of the Constitution,” which in “Article I, section 8… clearly vests the authority to initiate war in the Congress.”

The bill, said Senator Ted Kennedy (D-MA), “restates with new force the separation of powers inscribed in the Constitution.” Bucking a president of his own party, Representative John Anderson (R-IL) likewise argued that “the time has clearly come for the Congress to squarely confront the question of ‘whose power is the war power’ and recognize the central role the Founding Fathers intended for the Congress to play in this vital area.” And
Representative Paul Findley (R-IL) pointedly asked his colleagues, “Do we believe in the balance of powers intended by the Founding Fathers?”

Yet the potential impact of these claims was blunted, even by some of the very lawmakers agitating for reform, by the perception of the president’s authority as Commander in Chief. Charles Brower, a legal adviser at the State Department, argued to lawmakers that “the President’s authority [in war making] rests on his general authority under article II of the Constitution” and that, contrary to others’ assertions, “the Constitution is not such a precise document.” And while the majority of lawmakers pushing for the bill did not embrace Brower’s view as expansively, they did place a significant emphasis on the perceived authority of the president as Commander in Chief that constrained their efforts. As the New York Times approvingly noted, the bill “grant[ed] the President ample latitude to act immediately in emergency situations.” Representative Pierre DuPont (R-DE), though agreeing with the goal of the war powers bill, expressed the need for caution in dealing with a “sensitive area” of the president’s “constitutional prerogatives.” In response, Javits argued, “No one is trying to denude the President of authority… I want to make that very clear. The President will still have a great deal of power.” Fulbright too expressed some measure of deference to the president as Commander in Chief: “I do not believe that in any substantial way at all it encroaches upon the prerogatives of the commander in chief, the President. I think it merely recognizes some of his prerogatives have been established by tradition. There is a question about some of that being really constitutional, if you are a strict constructionist, but in any case we have recognized it.” Senator Charles Percy (R-IL) also stated some deference to presidential authority: “In no sense would any Member of this body wish to take away the prerogative of the Commander in Chief from the standpoint of protecting the best interests of this country.” Representative Frank
Horton (R-NY) believed it was “important to emphasize that this measure would not restrict the
legitimate authority of the President to respond to crises.” Javits opined that “the President is
left with his true, preexisting constitutional authority as Commander in Chief to deploy the
forces of the United States, assuming he can get the Congress to raise the forces and to finance
them.” And Humphrey, even as he argued for the superiority of congressional representation,
stated that the bill would not “cripple the President in his role as Commander in Chief and in his
role as chief spokesman of the Nation in matters of foreign policy.”

Perceptions about the president’s authority as Commander in Chief influenced a key
choice behind the design of the final war powers bill. The Senate version of the bill had sought to
specify circumstances in which presidents could use force on their own without Congress’s
approval, but the House doubted the wisdom of this course. Describing “the most important”
difference between the Senate and House bills as being “related to the question of Presidential
authority,” sponsor Representative Clement Zablocki (D-WI) noted that “the Senate bill defined
the President’s authority in warmaking and sought to mandate the circumstances under which he
could act.” By contrast, “the House resolution did not attempt such a definition or mandate, on
the grounds that to do so was constitutionally questionable and from a practical standpoint
unwise.” The final bill set a purported time limit on the engagement of troops at 60 days, which
could be “extended for up to 30 additional days if the President certifies in writing to the
Congress that unavoidable military necessity respecting the safety of the troops required their
continued use.” “The House conferees,” noted Zablocki in a key justification, “believe that 60
days is ample time to permit the President to act in a national emergency under his powers as
Commander in Chief.” Furthermore, with the provision for Congress to be able to vote to end
hostilities through a legislative veto, Zablocki asserted that “there is virtually no danger that a
future President would be forced to disengage American troops from combat because Congress failed to act.” Simply put, in Zablocki’s view, the bill did not “encroach upon the legitimate authority of the President as Commander in Chief.”

One actor whose preferences especially signified the differences between the congressional pushback against presidential authority in budgeting versus national security was Senator Ervin. A leading critic of presidential budgeting, Ervin expressed doubts about the idea of presidential representation while leading the charge to create a separate congressional budget process and augment Congress’s analytical capacity. But in national security, Ervin took the opposite side, supporting President Nixon’s “sound” veto of the war powers bill on the basis of his perception of the Commander in Chief authority. As Ervin argued, “It is the constitutional power and the constitutional duty of the President, without any declaration of war and without any action by Congress, to defend this country against invasion.” But the bill, complained Ervin, “in effect, says that the President cannot exercise his constitutional power and cannot perform his constitutional duty for more than 60 days without the consent of Congress.” Essentially, Ervin believed Congress was usurping the president’s authority as Commander in Chief: “It says that the President cannot be the Commander in Chief of the Army and the Navy when the United States is attacked for more than 60 days and that at the end of 60 days, Congress assumes that role.”

Perhaps still more notably, other opponents of the bill, even those holding a broad view of the president’s authority as Commander in Chief, believed that the final version of the war powers bill expanded the president’s statutory authority. While viewing the bill as unconstitutional, Senator Barry Goldwater (R-AZ) opined that “this conference report… I could probably actually vote for, because it gives the President even broader powers than the authors of
the original bill thought they were correcting.”\textsuperscript{194} Minority Leader Gerald Ford (R-MI), though voting against the conference report, also expressed his view that “there is some validity to the argument that the President’s war authority is expanded by the conference report.”\textsuperscript{195} An original supporter of the effort, Senator Thomas Eagleton (D-MO), lamented that, despite Congress’s overriding Nixon’s veto being “acclaimed as an ‘historic recapture’ of the Congressional prerogative to declare war,” in fact “the opposite is true.” “After struggling for three years to re-establish its primacy in the war-making area,” complained Eagleton, “Congress has now legally relegated itself – unconstitutionally, in my opinion – to the secondary role it has sadly and mistakenly accepted in the contemporary era.” With the WPR allowing the president to unilaterally make war for up to ninety days without requiring affirmative congressional consent, “the President assumes the inherent right to initiate war… Congress has now provided a legal basis for the President’s erroneous claim.”\textsuperscript{196}

Ultimately, the result of the WPR highlighted the different bases on which modern presidential authority in budgeting versus national security had rested. The idea of presidential representation had been central to the creation of an executive budget process, but the president’s perceived constitutional authority as Commander in Chief was the core claim behind the president’s role in national security and war making. In budgeting, Congress was influenced by an idea in bringing about reform. In national security, Congress deferred to an authority it perceived to be constitutionally preexisting, failing to take back its own war powers.

\textbf{CONCLUSION: LEGITIMACY, CONTINGENCY, AND IDEATIONAL POLITICS}

Ideas matter. The preceding analysis shows that explanations that do not take ideas seriously are sometimes limited. For \textit{some} political outcomes, an emphasis on an ideational politics is needed.
Such a politics is not divorced from all actors’ interests or the mediating role of institutions, but it does yield outcomes that can only be sufficiently accounted for by determining what ideas mattered.

Accounts of many of the laws that cumulatively created the institutional presidency fall short without reference to ideas. I have demonstrated that the design and envisioned workings of the BAA of 1921 depended on faith in the notion of presidential representation. The collective action problem may help explain why Congress felt the need for some sort of reform, but is insufficient to explain the design of the reform chosen. An informational account can clarify Congress’s choice to give the president control over new informational capacities in the executive branch like BOB, but it fails to address why Congress wanted to formalize presidential responsibility in budgeting in the first place. Instead, only with the idea of presidential representation as a central part of the story can this puzzling delegation of budgetary authority be explained. Other laws from this period – addressing trade, reorganization, and employment policy – similarly relied on this claim. But I have taken care to distinguish between institutional reforms that are heavily influenced by that idea and those that are not. To explain the design of the National Security Act of 1947 – specifically presidential supremacy over the NSC – the informational account suggested by Gailmard and Patty is sufficient, and the idea of presidential representation did not meaningfully influence reform.

If ideas can exert such influence on institutional choices, they also can be at the root of later institutional change. Without accounting for ideas, explanations for the congressional pushback against the institutional presidency in budgeting – as well as in trade, reorganization, and employment policy – are lacking. Congress was not suddenly cured of its collective action problem, yet it soured on some of its earlier solutions. Congress also grew uneasy with the
informational capacities in the executive branch, seeking to bolster its own resources with the CBO. Nor is partisanship a dominant factor. Instead, the institutional vulnerability to change was rooted in the idea of presidential representation itself. Key elements of the institutional presidency, like budgeting, were contingent upon perceptions of that idea’s legitimacy. Once the idea was doubted, the arrangements were more susceptible to change. But other elements that were less reliant on perceptions of presidential representation – such as presidential authority in national security – better endured the congressional pushback. Indeed, in many ways the WPR formalized presidential authority in national security, with the unilateral ability to go to war for a certain period of time without congressional consent written into law.

The case of presidential representation and the institutional presidency shows that a relationship between legitimacy and contingency is at the core of an ideational politics. Actors do not just have interests; they have ideas – assumptions that may inform their view of their own interest, or sometimes, even transcend their interest. These ideas can be used to inform choices about institutions or policies. Indeed, ideas may be most important in the politics of institutional design. And while institutions are generally robust, their functioning and durability may be contingent upon the perceptions of the legitimacy of their undergirding assumptions.

The task then is to determine when and which ideas are central to outcomes. Presidential budgeting proved to rely on a deteriorating idea of presidential representation, while presidential national security authority – rightly or wrongly – was perceived as resting more solidly on constitutional grounding. Still, a central lesson is clear. Ideas, not just interests and institutions, have the capacity to shape and reshape American political development.
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